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VCJ Events

We are serving herb teas during 
our investment consultations in 
order to make our clients relax. 
Recently, people have become 
very busy and we would like them 
to unwind  during our discussion.
 
I would like to introduce a herb 
tea that you can enjoy at home.
 
In Japanese, we have a word 
“gogatsu-byo(May-Depression).
Some people have difficulty in 
adjusting to the new environment 
which starts in  April each year 
and develop a syndrome similar 
to depression. This condition was 
originally seen 
in new university students or 
fresh employment recruits, but 
the word is not a medical term 
 nor has it any clear definition.
 
It is said that to avoid May-
Depression, one should stay 
away from 
stress.
 
Herb tea is known to have both 
pharmacological effects by 
drinking and a moderate 

 therapy effect from the aroma. 
Please try some herb tea to 
reduce your tension.
 
In this newsletter I would like to 
introduce one recipe of tea I 
usually 
drink when I feel little down.
 
Herb tea to make you feel 
uplifted.

 
1.    One spoon each of orange
       peel, orange blossom and 
       lemon grass
2.    Prepare a warm tea cup and
       tea pot in advance.
3.    Put herbs into the teapot
4.    Pour hot water into teapot
5.    Let it brew for 3 to 5 minutes
6.    Serve tea with a tea strainer

  

8Apr2008
VCJ donated 5% of  income for 
March 2008 to World Vision Japan.
The fund will be used to support a 
girl in Malawi and her family(4 
brothers,1 sister and her parents).
We sincerely appreciate all our 
clients’ support for placing their 
highly valued business with us.

22Apr2008
We started the application process 
for Green Power certification as a 
part of our CSR (corporate social 
responsibility)commitment.

15May2008
Mr.  Oliver Gomm  from Man 
Investments will visit VCJ

Herb tea for relaxation
VIENNA CAPITAL JAPAN

Editor -Eigi Kobayashi

Orange Herb Tea

http://www.worldvision.jp/children/?banner_id=ggl-wv&gclid=CISV-a7shJMCFRdAbwodLzR3GQ
http://www.worldvision.jp/children/?banner_id=ggl-wv&gclid=CISV-a7shJMCFRdAbwodLzR3GQ


How to fold a pocket square
“A pocket square is just for parties”, said some.However, it can be used anytime depending on how 
you fold it.Here are three common ways of folding a pocket square:

Editor -Hiromi Morimoto

● The TV Fold

● The Four Point

● The Puff

source：http://www.mens-fashion-tips.com/index.html

Open the door to offshore investing with URP 
by Hansard International

hile offshore 

accounts have a 

number of attractive 

funds, some people may 

think the minimum amount 
of investment is high and 

not affordable.
However, retirement plans 

provided by offshore fund 

companies allow you to 

access these great products 

with much smaller amounts 

than you may think.
 URP❨Universal Retirement 
Programme❩ by Hansard 

International is one of them.
Hansard is an offshore life 

insurance and investment 
company based in Isle of 
Man which won the Offshore 

Fund Award in 2004 as well 
as Best Internet & 

Technology Provider award 

in 2006 for its sophisticated 

online system.

Major advantages of the 

plan include; 1. you can 

access  high-class offshore 

funds with a small deposit 
2, After a certain period of 
time, Hansard offer an 

attractive bonus which 

purchase additional fund 

units  3 You can dollar cost 

W

1.    Position the folded square in a
       diamond shape. Pull the bottom corner up to meet
       the top corner.
2.    Fold the left corner over.
3.    Fold the right corner over.
4.    Fold the top corner down to create a square, and flip

   it around to conceal the diagonal folds, and put it in.

1.    Positioned in a diamond shape and fold the bottom
       corner up to meet the top corner. 
2.    Fold the bottom right-hand corner up to fall just to the
       left of the top corner.
3.    Now, fold the bottom left-hand corner up to the right
       of the top corner.
4.    Turn the square around and place in the pocket.

1.    Pinch it in the centre and raise it up, letting the points
       hang down.
2.    Use the space between your thumb and forefinger to
       cinch the hanging square at its midway point.
3.    Fold the hanging points up.
4.    Make it upside down and stuff it in.

http://www.mens-fashion-tips.com/index.html
http://www.mens-fashion-tips.com/index.html


average your investment 
and can minimize currency 

exchange risk 4 There are 

up to 20 funds to select at 
inception with a minimum 

allocation rate of 1.0% per 
fund . 5 Under the Isle of 
Man Policyholder Protection 

Law ❨1991❩ up to 90% of 
fund value will be 

guaranteed in the event of 
company liquidation.

Also, URP has the widest 
currency choice amongst 
competitors which includes 

JPY.
Premium payment can be 

made via credit card such as 

VISA and Mastercard. 
Account holders can easily 

access their online system 

to check their updated 

performance.

Meanwhile, you should be 

aware of the following; 1. 
There will be 7% of bid/offer 

spread 2. Charging 

structure is not 
straightforward. You need 

to consult with your advisor 
to ensure you understand all 
the fees charged .3. Early 

encashment or surrender 
during the initial period is 

subject to a penalty, which 

could decrease your plan 

substantially

To summarize, if you would 

like to make regular 
payments consistently over 
10 years and are interested 

in investing in top-class 

offshore funds, this is a 

product worth  considering. 
Contributions invested after 
ten years attract a special 
5.00% bonus which will 
reduce the fees to some 

extent and allow you to 

diversify your 
portfolio effectively.

Should you have any inquiry 

about URP by Hansard, 
please email us at
mail@viennacapital.jp

Editor - Hironori Sobata

The largest hedge fund company, Man Investments has launched a new principle guaranteed hedge fund called “Vision”. The principle will be guaranteed by Credit Swiss Intenational at the maturity and the fund combines two different hedge fund strategies, AHL and RMF to maximize performance from over 120 markets worldwide. Targeted 

annual return is stated as 10% with a standard deviation of 11-14%. Minimum invest amount is  20,000.00 USD or EUR.
 
Vision will attract conservative investors who would like to secure their principle.

Should you have any inquiry about hedge fund by MAN, please email us at

mail@viennacapital.jp

New principle guaranteed hedge 
fund by MAN investments-Vision
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